
The Bitter Winter  
It protruded from the blank white wasteland in a swollen blot of black; four peeling walls, 
softened by snow and age, capped by a roof whose mossy cape was quenched brown with 
moisture. The wood was stacked and nailed together painstakingly enough, sufficient to see 
that the cabin had once been intended as stalwart refuge, but now neglect’s choking tendrils 
had begun to make their mark on this place. A pile of logs huddled beneath what little shelter 
the roof had to offer, splintered and moulding, speared by an axe whose handle was riddled 
with wormwood and all manner of nature’s denizens. Not a sound was to be heard. It was 
not a silence of expectancy- hovering, shimmering, ready at the slightest nod to burst into 
life- but one of cold, damning abandonment. Of being forgotten, for want of a softer word. 
The snow was a permanent fixture, piled up in drifts that only heightened with every fresh 
flurry, crowding in at the stained windows and forcing its way through in a steady trickle. 
Nature had not reclaimed this place; rather, it had been waiting in the shadows all along. 
 
A raven, soaring by, would see this: acres and acres of white blended with blue, icy and 
indomitable, peppered here and there with clusters of dark pine. They grew from the 
sheerest of ledges, the sharpest of slopes, staking their claim upon a place in this wilderness 
with as much cool grit as the frequent hailstorms did. To cut them down, then, to force 
something wild and free into a structure that defied this land’s age-old fierce pride, was to 
wage war upon winter itself. And indeed did the cabin stand meekly, Its only purpose now 
was to tell of a failed resistance against the stark bulwark of snow, a desolate reminder that 
to stand apart from nature was to forsake any slim chance of survival. What told the sternest 
truth was the scene that awaited inside. Bowls and plates were laid out on the scrubbed 
wooden table, standing ready to be used. Only now, dust and age filled them, gnawed at 
their edges and drove a wrench into any semblance of strength this place might once have 
possessed. 
 
To call it a home would have been an injustice in the strongest sense of the word. For who 
would leave a home, complete with furniture, oiled teak floor and all, taking not even the 
merest of mementoes? Icicles hung from the door with a symbolism that was almost eerie- 
you are not welcome here, you do not belong here. The light they caught and reflected was 
bleak, laced with the iron of this constant winter, and they displayed no mercy. To live here 
was to slip into certain obscurity; to try and leave was to ring your own death knell. Even 
beneath the pine forest’s scented canopy, the snow still drifted in, smothering the ground in 
swathes of bitter white. No roots sprawled upwards here, so deep were the drifts. And even 
one stray root might prove fatal to a careless traveller. And after that came the mists, rolling 
in constant waves from some milder clime to the south. They began as gentle plumes of fog, 
tangible only by the damp sheen they strung through the air. Here, the mist became 
contorted and entwined into something terrifying. It descended upon the land like a volley of 
icy arrows, blinding and muffling, thickening the air until it became sour and viscous. To 
traipse through such a perilous veil would be madness. But madness is separated from 
desperation by a thin line only.  
 
Some attempted the journey. They left their mark in shrivelled piles of wood that never quite 
welcomed the clumsily struck flames, in the slightest dent of a reluctant footprint, in cries that 
flailed hopelessly through the air until they were swallowed by some cruel and gaping 



crevasse. Behind it all loomed the mountain range: solemn and raging by turns, a towering 
wall of powder white, constantly crumbling and reforming through the merciless cycle of 
nature. The spine of the land, the backbone of this stationary but insurmountably formidable 
beast. To fight against it was futile. To enter this land, to set foot here at all- that was a 
danger that would remain as still and silent as the snakelike snows, until only a greater beast 
could wreak its downfall- time.  


